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Access
This collection is open for research.
Publication Rights
Property rights and copyright reside with the University of California. For permission to reproduce or to publish, please contact the University Archivist.
Preferred Citation
For the benefit of current and future researchers, please cite any additional information about sources consulted in this collection, including permanent URLs, item or folder descriptions, and box/folder locations.
Acquisition Information
Transferred from an unknown source in 2013 or 2014. Materials separated from UCI Clubs and Organizations publications (PS-033) were added to the collection in 2020.
Processing History
This collection was minimally processed by Laura Uglean Jackson, 2014.
Organizational History
Model United Nations (MUN) is a student organization at the University of California, Irvine that promotes global and international awareness through the lens of the United Nations. Through the two pillars of the program, High School Conference and Travel Team, they provide opportunities for students to learn, debate, discuss, and moderate worldwide issues in a variety of ways.
Collection Scope and Content Summary
This collection contains a photograph album of the Model United Nations student organization, including photographs of officers, members, activities, and trips to conferences in Las Vegas and Turkey, as well as four event fliers.
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